7.3 Best Practices
Best Practice 1 – My College My Home
My college my home – The institute promote the govt. Swachhya Bharat Abhiyan

1. Title of the practice – My college my home The institute start the initiative under the
title of My College My Home In this activity all the students clean the college campus
like a home
2. Goal-The goal is to make awareness all the students towards the net and cleanness
surrounding As a best practices to this activity all the students clean the college campus
like a home It also ensure maximum participation from students of college
3. The Context-The practice is an outcome of a thorough analysis of as to how net and
cleanness can benefit a large strata of the society. The courseware of the workshop
prescribes a good exposure to fundamentals benefits of net and cleanness. Hence it was
conceptualized in such a manner to cover whole campus areas of college and put them in
manner so as to work practically in a compatible environment. This also improves the
social responsibility of students towards the society
4. ThePracticea. The institute has organize the activity My College My Home, Where all the
students college staff including teaching and non-teaching participated , to
success such activity
b. The institute’s management also participate it by providing proper equipment
hand gloze dustbin etc. And all work together to success the activity. Then after
the collected all garbs are destroyed in a proper way.
c. The My College My Home activity make students and as well as staff also to
make responsible towards the society Its also give satisfaction that we do
something good towards our nature
d. Finally the Workshop ends with good healthy net and clean college and college
campus area. This activity also give all participants where they were students
teaching staff or nonteaching staff lots of satisfaction

5. Evidence of success: Students are play a very important role in developing the society.
They are an inseparable gesture in their life as well as in society. If a studentencourage
towards the net and cleanness,it influences whole society. Also we have seen that the
confidence of the students are boosts, to a great extent at the end of the workshop. Sheer
pleasure can be seen amongst them, saying that the workshop to some extent will

certainly help them to overcome somechallenges that they faced earlier. Thus the
outcome of the workshop is certainly a positiveone.
6. Problems encountered and Resources required: The Institute encounters very little
problem in organizing such workshops, thanks chiefly to the faculty members,
management and the support staff who are always positive towards student development
activity. Minor problems occur when the workshop is organized at the time of any festive
occasion.
The resource allocation is done at the start of the academic year covering the expenses for
the workshop. The students of Computer Department also help in managing the
workshop. All shortfalls are always supplemented by the Institute.

Best Practice 2 –Paper Free Office
Paper product manufacturing contributes significantly to deforestation and man-made climate
change, and produces greenhouse gases
1. TitleofthePractice –Paper free Office Paper product manufacturing contributes
significantly to deforestation and man-made climate change, and produces greenhouse gases

2. Goal
The goal of the Paper Free Office is to ensure minimum paper used in official work maximum work
should be done through computer which saves quantity of paper directly indirectly saves trees forest
and our rapidly changing climate.And provide e-notes to students through WhatsApp& e-mail

to avoid printings on papers. Minimum used of paper during day to day work in institute
Helping to save forest and trees IMS Sakegaon-Bhusawal trying our best to motivate
faculty, students and Non-teaching staff

3. TheContext
Paper product manufacturing contributes significantly to deforestation and man-made
climate change, and produces greenhouse gases. According to the American Forest &
Paper Association, paper manufacturing is the third largest user of fossil fuels
worldwide.Paper production also leads to air pollution, as paper manufacturing releases
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and carbon dioxide (CO2). Nitrogen dioxide
and sulfur dioxide are major contributors to acid rain, whereas CO2 is a greenhouse gas
responsible for climate change A Single step taken by institute that is paper free office. Its
means maximum paper saving in day to day activities in institute

4. ThePractice
We motivate and provide e-notes to students through WhatsApp& e-mail to avoid printings
on papers.
We used to word and pdf files for record keeping, information sharing and exchange with
faculty to faculty and faculty to students.
We used to electronic communication with university and other institutions for data&
information sharing.
We only used to print most important documents on paper with both sided print options.
We also motivate students to download e-books, papers and read on mobile with installing
software’s or on Personal Computer
5.

6.

EvidenceofSuccess
The Students who are actively involved in initiating and participating in above activities
have developed an inclination towards academics and its importance it has also led to
significant contributions to our Paper Free Office activity It has also been observed that
the number of students using the computer internet emails has increased over a period of
time.
The students have also improved in understanding the concepts in the right perspective
which is reflected in the quality of presentations made.
ProblemsEncounteredandResourcesRequired
The activity does not involve only students or teachers or not only non-teaching staff the
Activity is about team work. So it’squite difficult to work semantically its required great
effort and understanding between all students’ teaching , non-teaching staff .and
management of institute help us and give great support to successes the activity

